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a Polytechnic with approval from AICTE in
2011 at Vadakkenchery, Palakkad.
The institution has an ISO 9001:2008
certification for its quality management
system. SITS stands unique and elegant,
keeping its head high with elevated goals,
great potentials for unfathomable knowledge
materialized through committed management,
qualified faculty and disciplined student
community. It is located in Vadakkenchery,
Palakkad district and 2 kms in Govindapuram
route. The campus sprawls over 12 acres of
greenery. It has got the best infrastructural
facilities with around 1,50,000 sq.ft. built-in
areas, well spaced and ergonomically
designed class rooms, practical labs, library,
auditorium and workshops. There are
separate hostels for boys and girls, which run
under the selfless commitment and strict
discipline of Catholic priests and nuns.

The Catholic Diocese of Palakkad, with Bishop Mar
Jacob Manathodath at its helm, has glorious track record
of running a considerable number of institutions-3
University colleges, one pharmacy college, 26
Professional training centres, 12 Higher Secondary
Schools, 96 High Schools and UP Schools, 12 hospitals,
6 Press and media centres and social organizations
like JSS, PSSP as the enduring highlights of the Diocese.
the unflagging commitment of 123 dedicated priests,
1590 religious men and nuns and a sizeable number of
fulltime workers supports the Bishop in his efforts to
steer the diocese towards a glorious future.

The institution gives importance to the
character formation and skill development of
its students. We are committed to provide
quality education for all round development
of the new generation and envisage
technical, intellectual, physical and academic
development of the students. In order to
attain this goal, we are fostering brilliance
and excellence in technical studies.

History
St. Mary’s Educational Trust, a social and educational
concern of the diocese, was initiated by Bishop to
engage in activities of educational, social or any other
that contributes to the development of the society at
large. Realizing the urgency of technical training and
scarcity of technical institutions in the district, the trust
started an ITI with affiliation from DGET in 1996, a
centre for short term gulf oriented courses in 2004 and

Vision
To be a world class institution to impart value
and need based professional education to the
aspiring youth and car ving them into
disciplined world class professionals who have
the quest for excellence and achievement
orientation with social responsibilities.
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ST. MARY’S POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
Y E A R D I P L O M A C O U R S E S

St. Mary’s Polytechnic College with its inception in 2011 is one among the best Polytechnic Colleges in Kerala
having course of study in 5 disciplines-Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical & Electronics
Engineering, Automobile Engineering and Computer Engineering having a seating strength of 120 nos. in
mechanical and 60nos. in others

Mechanical
Engineering
The department of Mechanical Engineering keeps pace with latest developments, in Mechanical Engineering and
allied fields. The program prepares for technological careers and students can utilize this program as a launching
pad for professional careers in industry, business or public services. The aim of the department is to advance
knowledge and educate students in the areas of mechanical engineering that will offer jobs in thermal and nuclear
power plants, oil refineries, marine services and other construction and production fields.

Civil
Engineering
Civil engineering is a profressional
engineering discipline that deals with the
design, construction, and maintenance of
the physical and naturally built
environment, including works like roads,
bridges, dams, canals, and buildings. The
engineers who complete their diploma in
civil engineering are able to work in
various fields in India and abroad
including Environmental Engineering,
Geotechnical Engineering, Structural
Engineering, Transportation Engineering,
Municipal or Urban Engineering, Water
resources engineering, Materials
engineering, Coastal Engineering,
Surveying, and construction Engineering.

Electrical & Electronics
Engineering
Electrical engineering is one of the three core
branches of Engineering and Electronics, the most
advanced. Thus, Electrical and Electronics
Engineering is a blend whose scope never
diminishes. This branch of engineering deals with
design, production, operation and maintenance of
electrical and electronic equipments. Some of the
areas of specialization are power generation and
transmission, power eletronics, VLSI Design,
communication and machine design.
A diploma in Electrical and Electronics Engineering provides job opportuniy in telecommunication system,
electrical power systems, designing of house hold appliances, Robotics, biomedical electronics etc. Hence
students have a passion to join this branch.

Automobile
Engineering
Modern automotive industries need experts in
vehicle design and manufacture. With this in mind,
the Department of Automobile Engineering was
established to train students in the area of
automotive engineering. The Automobile
Engineering diploma course caters to train the
students to design, develop, manufacture, and
repair the automobiles.
The demand for automobile engineering is growing with the expansion of automobile industries and increasing
demand for vehicles. The program trains students to meet the technological challenges and diverse needs of the
industry and society in various areas of automobile engineering and equips them of having excellence in a truly
competitive industry.

Computer
Engineering
The entire field of engineering
and technology is facing an
ever-growing phase of
information explosion. In order
to exploit these phenomena, it
is essential to collate,
manipulate, analyze and
interpret the bulk of
information, whic h is the
essence of the subject of
computer engineering. Keeping
in view all of the above facts,
the six semester diploma course
in computer engineering offers
an equal importance in
theoretical and practical
engineering skills in the
following areas.

z

Application; development in day-today business

z

Design and development of web-based application

z

z

z
z

z

z

Design and development of database management
system
State-of-art application development by using various
software tools and techniques
Exploring the area of information security
Hence its application in all fields will provide job
opportunities for the Computer Engineering diploma
holders.
Study in detail about computer organization, hardware
and network programs
Use of various communication technologies for proper
dissemination of information.

St. Mary’s Industrial Training Institute (Pvt.)
2 Year NCVT Courses

St. Mary’s (Private) ITI is permanently affiliated to the
National Council for Vocational Training (NCVT) under
the Ministry of Labour, Govt. of India for its formal
courses. We have got affiliation for Mechanic (Motor
Vehicle) Electrician and Fitter trades in two units each.
The trainees who successfully complete the training will
get National Trade Certificate.

Mechanic (Motor Vehicle)
Today off course, the automotive vehicle has become a
necessity. Further more, the business of production and
servicing of automobiles has become one of the biggest
business in the world. Every year, the automobile factories in
India produce more than thirty lakhs of vehicles. Thousands
of cars, buses, trucks and two wheelers run million of miles
an year and a termendous amount of service and
maintenance is needed to them. So, servicing automobiles
is a big business in now a days.

The syllabus includes history and development of
automobile, engine operations, balancing,
maintenance, vehicle servicing etc. in both diesel
and petrol engines, fuel injection systems, air brake
system, tyre maintenance, valcanizing, wheel
balancing, wheel alignment, MPFI, CRDI systems
etc.

Fitter

Fitter is a mechanical engineering trade which gives training on basic
engineering like metal cutting, marking, filing, drilling and grinding, study of limit,
fit and tolerance, geometrical tolerance, surface finish, heat treatment process etc.
The role of fitter is essential to manufacturing the mastery of all kinds of manual
metal working operations in high precision and high accuracy.
The trainees are exposed to systematic practical training on production and
assembly of parts, geometrical testing of machine tools, repair and maintenance
of machineries, preventive maintenance and breakdown maintenance of
mechanical systems etc. They are well versed in metal cutting, filing, drilling,
threading, brazing, soldering in addition to lathe operations.

Electrician
Electricity has become a very important
part in our daily life. We can’t imagine
a world without electricity. Planning
Commission of India said that for Indian
economy to grow at 9 percent, it is
essential for the power sector to grow at
8.1 percent per annum. Education and
availability of skilled workers is expected
to be a key challenge in India’s effort to
rapidly expand its electricity sector.

The role of an electrician includes
installing, testing and repairing of electric
circuits, wiring of residential buildings etc.
An electrician must be specialized in DC
& AC generators and motors,
transformers, electrical measuring
instruments, generation, transmission and
distribution systems and so on.

Gulf Oriented Short Term Courses
SITS conducts five gulf-oriented courses, three in
X-ray welding section and two in steel
fabrication sections. These courses were started
on the basis of a mounting of job prospectus in
gulf sector. Those who seek admission in these
courses have to complete 18 years of age.
A fully dedicaed and gulf experienced group of
faculty is giving the training in these sections. We
train the candidates to cater to the specific
requirements of the client. The trainees who
successfully complete the training in these sectors
also get National Certificate under Modular
Employment Scheme.

X-Ray Welding
(Mig, Tig & Arc)
X-ray welding is a type of electrical welding
in x-ray quality using superior types of
electrodes with expert hands. The
department was started in 2004 and
thousands of students had completed their
training in different courses like ARC welding,
TIG welding, MIG welding, Uphill and
Downhill welding etc. The course duration
varies from 3 to 7 months and the admission is
on every second week of a month.

Steel Fabrication
This section was started in 2006 with two
courses, Structural fabrication and Pipe
fabrication and the total course duration is
six months. It is a course with high demand in
abroad. The course enables a trainee to
fabricate multi-storied structures, towers and
petro c hemical works with the help of
engineering drawings. The course syllabus
covers gas cutting, welding, grinding, drilling,
making layouts, tank works, rigger jobs,
scaffolding works etc. all the trainees are
given special training in isometric drawings
and basics of Auto Cad. The admission for
this course is on every third month.

ISO 9001:2008
The institution has been assessed for its quality
management system-providing technical education and
training through continual improvement of performance
in order to deliver high level of learner’s success and
awarded ISO 9001:2008 in July 2009. The institute
provides excellent teaching, learning, support
facilities and environment.

Placement Cell
St. Mary’s placement cell works with an objective of
100% employment for all the students of SITS. It plays
a key role in successfull career placement having links
with Indian as well as multinaitonal companies. It
offers guidance in placement procedures and
c hallenging inter views. The feedback from
“industry-institute interface” is regularly supplied to
all departments. We have arranged a fully furnished
interview cabin with testing facilities. The testing
center has an international standard and all the safety
measures well potential candidates can attain the
maximum level of technical skill. In every month,
campus recruitments are conducted by reputed
companies from India and abroad.

Our Quality Policy
We are committed to provide quality education for
the all round development of the new generation and
envisage technical, intellectual, physical and academic
development of the students, who are most competent
and globally acceptable, through continual
improvement. In order to attain this goal, we are
fostering brilliance and excellence in technical studies.

